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Student teachers
miss class due to
snowy weather
By Max Filby
Reporter

JOIN THE FAMILY
Mentoring program connects local kids with big brothers, sisters
By Danae King
Reporter

lyvia Serralo Is a 10-year-old
■.'.ill who, ih.inks lo her lii;; sisler Nora Solomon, lias had Ihe
opportunity to go to Imagination
Station in Toledo, go swimming, go out
to eat, volunteer at the Humane Society,
go lo the movies and even walk in Ihe
homecoming parade.
Serralo and Solomon are part of llig

Brothers Big Sisters, a mentoring program that places children ages 5 to 15
with mentors that are 18 years old or
older. The Wood and Ottawa counties
branch of (he program is located at 1618
L. U ui i si rr Si. and is a satellite office from
the main office located in Toledo.
Serralo's big sister, Solomon, works
at the University in the Romance

"It's a lot to take
what we put into

WhilestudentsattheUniversitystill
woke up for classes Tuesday, student teachers from the University
a normal class and
celebrated a snow day.
Many student teachers spent
adjust it..."
the day adjusting lesson plans
Beth Nostrant | Student teacher
for upcoming observations by
professors.
Although snow days will affect
"The bonus is that it allows you to observations, two-hour delays can
catch up on your stuff," said senior make it harder for student teachers
Emily Clark, a student teacher to adjust lesson plans, said Beth
at Riley Elementary in Fostoria. Nostrant, senior and student teach"You've just got to be flexible with it. er for Perrysburg High School. On
It's not too big of a deal."
two-hour-delay days, the Spanish
Clark was supposed to be classes Nostrant teaches are shortobserved by a professor in her sec- ened from 50 to 30 minutes.
ond-grade class for the first time
"It's really pushing it," Nostrant
Wednesday. Some observations, said. "It's a lot to take what we put
such as Clark's, will be resched- into a normal class and adjust it to
uled because of school closures the time change."
and delays.
Regardless of the number of
"I think we are pretty prepared for snow days or delays a school disdays like this," said Sue Houston, trict declares, student teachers are
associate dean of academic affairs not kept from graduating if the
in the college of education. "We school district they teach in makes
can reschedule observations."
up missed days.
Sixty school districts closed in
"The basic work that needs to be
Northwest Ohio, nine of them in done will still continue." Houston
Wood County, including Bowling said. "There is always an attempt to
Creen area schools, according to make sure what is missed still gets
The Toledo Blade.
covered by student teachers."

WINTER WEB CONTENT
VISITWWW.BGVIEWS.COM FOR A VIDEO

Set FAMILY | Page 2

ABOUT HOW THE WEATHER IMPACTED
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CONNECTIONS Former University student Casey Homer skates with his little brother. Tyler Soos.

WORKIN'THROUGH THE WEATHER

New restaurant offers
late hours, wide variety
By Brian Bohntrt
Reporter

type of product would be popular
in this setting due to the company's
success with UT, and he thought it
A new restaurant is bringing its late would be exciting for both the city
hours and large menu to provide and his business to pursue a locabetter variety and better service to tion close to the University.
Swidan said the main reason
the area.
Known in Toledo for its extensive for making the choices he does is
food selection and 4 a.m. closing because he listens to the people
time, The Oasis has already become and always make sure his customa familiar place for students at the ers are satisfied.
University of Toledo; the manage"When you cater to people a lot,
ment hopes to achieve the same you try to cater to everyone you
result with the new spot at 1424 E. can because they all have different
WoosterSt.
interests and tastes that they like,"
The Bowling Green location has Swidan said. "You have to listen to
been open for almost two weeks find out what |the customers] like...
and word is already spreading I graduated from college in 1994 and
through campus.
See OASIS | Page 5
Moe Swidan, one of the owners
of The Oasis, said he thought his
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TAX TIME: Rick Helle. left, and Larry Bennett braze the stormy weather to draw in customers to Liberty Tax. The two were on Main Street 1
waving and dancing from a snowbank on the side of the road as drivers honked back.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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How did you prepare for the snowstorm?

Many generations enjoy beer

Falcons fight weather in DeKafc

Whether students have yet to decide a

Throughout civilization, beer has been a

Both the men's and women's basketball teams

major or need guidance from those within

staple of society and was prevalent in the

made it safely to play scheduled games at

CODYBALSIZER
Sophomore. AYA Social Studies

their major, students have numerous

lives of the Founding Fathers, according to

Northern Illinois this week despite the winter

"I moved my girlfriend into my

advisers they can consult | Ptgt 3

columnist Bryan Warrick | Page 4

weather | Pag* 6

room for two days." | Pag« 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: FOR COVERAGE OF TUESDAY'S FACULTY SENATE MEETING
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SENIOR PORTRAITS
TODAY & THURSDAY
THE BLACK SWAMP PUB
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION I 9AM-4:30PM
Don't be left out! Make an appoinment online. Walk-ins excepted
www.myseniorportrait.com
'
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Ex-President Bush's
daughter supports
gay marriage

Mich, mosque
attack plot suspect
told not to drink

Docs: Soldier was
schizophrenic at
time of slaying

Posada defense tries
to paint witness
as Cuban spy

TSA to test new
body scanning
system in Las Vegas

NY juvenile worker
gets prison for
molesting girls

NEW YORK (AP) - Fotmei
President George W. Bush s
daughter Barbara has
announced her support for gay
marriage, breaking with her
father on a key social issue but
pining her mother and other
prominent Republicans who
back same-sex unions.

DETROIT-A California
man accused of planning to
attack a Michigan mosque was
released from a prison medical
center in 2005 on the condition
that he refrain from drinking
alcohol and continue his psychiatric treatment.

DENVER (AP)-Army doctors say a soldier charged with
killing a captured Taliban member in Afghanistan was suffering
from schizophrenia and posttraumatic stress disorder at the
time and didn't realize his actions
were wrong.

EL PASO. Texas-A U.S. government witness was set to take
the stand for the seventh straight
day on Tuesday in a perjury trial
against a former CIA operative
from Cuba who spent a lifetime
opposing Fidel Castro.

LAS VEGAS (AP)
- The Transportation Security
Administration is testing a new.
more modest body scanning
system at McCarran International
Airport in Las Vegas

NEW YORK (AP) - A
former juvenile-justice worker
convicted of molesting teenagers inside a New York City
courthouse has been sentenced
to four years in prison.

The warden of the U.S.
Medical Center for Federal
Prisoners in Springfield. Mo., said
Roger Stockham had recovered
sufficiently enough from his
mental illness that he wouldn't
pose a danger to the public if he
adhered to the conditions of his
release.

But the father of David
Lawrence said Tuesday that
prosecutors want him to face a
court-martial.

Critics have complained that
the full-body scans are intrusive,
but TSA spokesman Dwayne
Baird says the software being
unveiled Tuesday lets passengers
see what its security screeners
see. and it uses a more generic
image

Tony Simmons did not speak
at his sentencing Tuesday. An
appeal is planned.

The Human Rights Campaign,
a national gay-rights organization, released a video Tuesday
featuring the 29-year-old Bush,
a New York resident who runs
Global Health Corps, a nonprolit
public-health organization.
"I'm a New Yorker lor marriage equality. Bush says in the
video "New York is about fairness and equality and everyone
should have the right to marry
the person that they love"

Stockham was arrested during
a Jan 24.2011. traffic stop near
the Islamic Center of America in
Dearborn. Police say Stockham
was wearing a ski mask and had
powerful fireworks in his car that
are illegal in Michigan.
A Detroit bar manager says
Stockham was drinking Scotch at
the bar that day.
-JeffKaroub(AP)

Lawrence is charged with
premeditated murder in the
October death of the prisoner,
who prosecutors say was asleep
in a jail cell when he was shot. If
convicted. Lawrence could face
execution or life in prison.
His father. Brett Lawrence,
said he learned Monday that
prosecutors want the case to
go to trial.
Lawrence is a private first
class assigned to the 1st Brigade
Combat Team of the 4th Infantry
Division at Colorado's Fort
Carson. Fort Carson officials
didn't immediately return a call.

Gilberto Abascal will face more
questions from defense attorneys
accusing him of being a spy for
the Cuban government and of
resenting their client. Luis Posada
Carriles The prosecution admits
Cuba-bom Abascal is a government agent - but for Washington,
not Havana. U.S. attorneys say he
was paid about $80,000 as a federal informant testifying against
Posada. They laugh off claims that
he's a double agent

He was accused of brazenly using his job to prey on
the underage girls in his custody
at the Manhattan Family Court
building. He was convicted of
molesting two teens but acquitted of raping a third.

He says the TSA is trying to
determine whether it can improve
privacy protections and maintain
the same security levels.

Simmons' case had sparked
outrage among women's
advocates.

There are nearly 500 full-body
scanners in use at 78 airports.
The scans show a traveler's
physical contours on a computer
screen and can reveal hidden
weapons or explosives Faces
aren't shown, and the images
are viewed in a private room, but
many people say it still reveals
too much about what's under
their clothes

Abascal's testimony is important to the 11 counts of perjury,
obstruction and immigration fraud
against the 82-year-old Posada,
who is accused of lying during
immigration hearings about
how he sneaked into the United
States in 2005. and also failing to
acknowledge his role in a senes of
1997 Cuban hotel bombings
-Will Weissert (AP)

OUT OF STOCK

BLOTTER

FAMILY

MON, JAN. 31

From Page 1

7:21 A.M.
Casey J Dalgo. 29. and
Andrew D. Stewart. 22. were
cited for disorderly conduct/
fighting within the 200 block of
N Enterprise St

-;5

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com lor
the complele blotter hst

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-572-6966

DID YOU KNOW
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a dollar?

HANNAH SPARLING I IHEBGNEWS

BARE: The egg shelf at Walmart sits empty after shoppers stocked up on
essentials in anticipation of snow. Stacy Eilert. department manager for grocery,
has worked at Walmart for seven years, and she said the rush of shoppers in the
past few days is the btggest she's ever seen On Monday night the store was
completely out of bread. 'I don't think we had any more in the back," Eilert said. "I
think they said we were pretty much out of everything"

YOU COULD GET UP
TO $9,999 FAST*

and Classical Studies
Department and said she
loves children.
Solomon decided to
become a big sister to have
someone fun to spend time
with and to see if she could
be a positive influence.
"It's one of those things
where 1 joined to help
someone else, and I've
gotten so much out of it,"
she said.
The two have been a
match for about a year, and
Solomon said the program
did a good job pairing her
with Serrato.
"We get along really well,"
she said. "She's awesome."
Solomon and Serrato
spend time together about
once a week, as do most of
the other matches in the
program.
The children involved
in the program are from
all over Wood County,
said Melva Powers, secretary and event coordinator for the Wood County
office. The children are
often referred by teachers or school counselors,
as well as other organizations, and sometimes parents also hear about the
program and contact the
office, Powers said.
To become a big brother
or big sister, Powers said
people can contact the
office and then they will

have an interview that lasts
The event at the ice arena
about an hour with the case was one of the monthly promanager. The person must grams that Big Brothers Big
fill out an application and Sisters hosts for the matches
bring the following items and even for unmatched
to the interview: a driver's children, so all the littles
license, proof of car insur- and bigs can come together
ance, references, proof of as a group.
The majority of bigs in
graduation from high school
or a college ID and $25 for a Wood County are college
background check, driving students, Powers said, and
record and criminal inves- the Wood County office as
tigation.
well as the program overall
The big brother or sister is needs male mentors.
also required to have a car.
"We have like 17 boys on
"It is necessary they have a the wait list, waiting for a big
car, because they have to go brother, and some of them
to the child's house, if they're have been on |the list] for
matched, they have to go almost two years," she said.
pick them up and do things
Big Brothers Big Sisters is a
non-profit organization and
with them," Powers said.
On Sunday, Jan. 30, the to raise money they have an
bigs and littles came togeth- annual Bowling for Kids Day
er at the University ice arena fundraiser. For more inforfor ice skating. The littles mation contact the office or
tugged on ice skates, greet- go to http://www.bbbsnwo.
ed their fellow littles and org. To become a mentor
skated away with their big in the program, contact the
sisters and big brothers.
office for more information.

ANDREA FEHL I IHfBGNfWS

GLIDE: Nora Solomon, center, skates with her little sister. Aryvia Serrato. left, on
Sunday. Jan 50. at the University ice arena
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Students offered several
on-campus advisers
ByAhuWIdm.n
Reporter

A variety of on-campus advising is available when students
need answers, guidance or
support.
Choosing the appropriate
service will provide optimal
results, though all advisers
generally strive for the same
objective, said Mary Lynn
Pozniak, assistant director of
Advising Services.
"We all serve students
on campus," she said. "We
need to be open, non-judgmental and have a caring
attitude toward students
as we share information
and help them through any
problems that may arise."
The University's advising
process is decentralized and
college-specific, Pozniak said,
but is generally divided into
three categories: pre-major
advisers, faculty advisers and
college office advisers.
Pre-major advisers
Students who have not
determined a major are
assigned
a pre-major
adviser through University
Advising Services.
"We're hired specifically
to advise on majors, so we
have to know a little bit about
all the areas," Pozniak said.
"Pre-major advisers need to
work through complicated
situations and help students
that are considering a wide
variety of options based on
their interests."
Typically, between 500 and
600 students enroll undecided at the University each
year. These students, as well

as students in the University
Program for Academic
Success and Post-Secondary
EnroUmentOptionsProgram,
utilize Advising Services'
resources.
In fall 2010, more than 1,300
students were assigned premajor advisers, Pozniak said.
"Students can feel a lot of
stress if they haven't chosen a major yet, but they're
not alone," she said. "We
help them with what they're
ready for at the time. Our
goal is to help students
decide a major, as well as
graduate as soon as possible
— hopefully on time."
Faculty advisers
All students are assigned
a faculty adviser — a "goto" consultant within their
department — when they
have declared a major.
However, for some students, advising only includes
the mandatory sessions with
an assigned faculty member
at the beginning of their academic career.
"This is a problem because
it's very hard to advise a student who walks in for the
first time after a year or two,
or sometimes three," said
Daniel Brahier, a math professor and faculty adviser. "1
would recommend seeing
your adviser often, because it
makes it much easier to have
a relationship and to be able
to track things for graduation. Making that contact is
important."
Faculty adviser selection
policies are department-specific.
Brahier currently advis-

From Page 1

es about 60 students in his
department, where advising
is mandatory for all faculty
members. In his 17 years at
the University, his most
common office visits are for
scheduling advice, major and
minor decisions and personal
conversations, he said.
"I'm used to talking to people just about everything,"
Brahier said. "I enjoy it and 1
know it makes a huge difference. It's one of my favorite
parts of my job."
College office advisers

When students seek clarification of college-wide
policies or extra assistance,
college office advisers are
there to help.
"We help students with policy issues, rules and regulations, changing majorsandall
levels of academic planning,"
said Matt Webb, director of
the advising center for the
College of Health and Human
Services. "We're very serviceoriented in our office. We can
sit down and intervene when
a faculty adviser may not have
all the answers."

what I liked then is not what
people like now."
Part of the success in
Toledo came from having the
location so dose to UT, said
Jessica Moore, manager of the
new location. She said that is
one reason why the company
decided to open a restaurant
in town. She also said the
demand for late-night service and quick delivery made
Bowling Green an easy choice
for a second location.
"We're trying to expand the
corporation now... We're close
to a college campus and this
is a big party area because of
all of the clubs that are open
so late," Moore said. "So it's
a bigger attraction that we're
open until 4 a.m. because
not many places are open or
deliver that late."
While the company's late
hours are one appeal for
the customers, Moore said
what keeps people coming
back is the wide variety of
food showcased in the restaurant's menu.
The menu features original items like Oasis Wings,
Chunks and homemade
pizzas. But The Oasis also

offers a range of cuisine,
including "A Taste of the
Mediterranean," "Tex Mex"
and "A Taste of Italy."
Swidan said the business
is able to offer so many varieties of food because he and
his business partners have
had experience working in
different types of restaurants. He said the goal was
to use that experience and
put it all into one restaurant
as a "one stop shop" where
the menu can satisfy the
cravings of any customer
that walks in (he door.
University senior Erik
Uutridge recently ordered
from The Oasis and was surprised at the amount of different fox*! offered by just one
place.
"1 was looking al the menu
online and my jaw actually
dropped a bit." Outridge said.
"It's pretty ridiculous.''
The Oasis is mostly promoted through the use of the
delivery vehicles. The small
cars act as billboards with The
Oasis' logo joined by images
from popular movies and TV
shows. The current delivery
cars roaming the streets feature images from "South Park,"
"Troa" "The Matrix" and "The
Dukes of 11. i / /, 1111 "
Swidan said the cars are

used as advertising to catch
the attention of the younger
people who make up the
majority of their customers.
"The cars are something
we do to catch the people's
eyes," Swidan said. "They
represent our company well,
they're professional and they
just look cool."
While The Oasis in Toledo
also offers alcohol sale and
delivery, Moore said residents
of Bowling (Ireen should not
expect the service anytime
soon due to a current lack of
space. She did say. however,
that even if the company does
decide (o offer beer, it will keep
the same rule as in Toledo and
not deliver alcohol to campus.
As foi the future of The
Oasis, Moore said she hopes
to expand on the new building and offer a more comfortable "sit-down" setting instead
of the carryout atmosphere it
currently has.
"We would like an expansion to where we build one
similar to Toledo," Moore
said. "We would like a bigger
store so people can come in
and sit down instead of just
standing in line and waiting.
We want this to definitely
be more family friendly and
personal to the people of
Bowling Green."

See ADVISERS | Page 5

ADVISING HELP
To determine your faculty
adviser, visit the Student
Center page of your
MyBGSU.
To contact University
Advising Services:
Website: http://www.bgsu.
edu/offices/advising/
Address: 101 University Hall
Phone: 419-572-8943

LAUREN POFF
DELIVERY: The Oasis' delivery cars aie decorated with images hom movies and TV shows Owner Moe Swidan said the cars
are used to advertise the lestaurant to the students on campus and the younger residents ol Bowling Green.
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BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
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The V*
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phone and save.
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"It's one of those things where I joined to help someone else, and I've gotten so much out of it."
- Nora Solomon on being a big sister in the Big Brothers Big Sisters program [see story, pg. 1].
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THE STREET

How did you prepare for the snowstorm7

"Gritted my teeth

"Stocked up on hot

"Stocked up on

"Got warm dothes

and [will] take it as

chocolate'

food and drinks"

and stocked up on

k

Have you own take on

food"

it comes"

VIST US AT
BfiVIEWS.COM

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
SAMANTHA BEAHE.
Sophomore.
Tourism & Leisure Studies

AARON IEININGER.

Senior,
Biology Pre-med

WILLIAM KUDER.
Sophomore.
Film Production

SHAYLA JAMES.
Sophomore.
Exercise Science

<*>

BRYAN MRRICK
COIUHNISI

Beer. I he < iolden Drink, the
Gift (it the (inds. Some love
it and others can't stand it.
But in college and seemingly everywhere else it is a
part of life. The world over,
people drink and enjoy beer,
and while it may not always
be the most popular stuff,
it is one of the best alcoholic chinks around. Few are

noore refreshing.
Hut heer is more than
just u normal drink. It has
been a huge part of humanity's history and progress. It
could be said that beer has
helped to make the world
what it is today more than
any other drink. Not only
that, but it's tasty too.
I he history of beer is as
long and storied as mankind itself. And it has
always been there to help
us through even the worst
of times. As llenjamin
Franklin once said, "Beer is
proof that Ciod loves us and
wants to make us happy."
So for all the beer haters out
there, read this and you'll
find yourself thanking God
that heer exists.
While the actual date

"The history of beer is as long and storied as

here in North America.
Today beer is the most
widely consumed alcoholic
drink, and the third most
popular drink of all, behind
only water and tea. It is a
huge industry that is made
up of both huge corporations and small microbreweries all over the world.
It's also a huge part of
many cultures. There is
Oktoberfest in Germany,
and many nations take
pride in their national beer
tastes. And of course, on
college campuses, beer is a
staple of life helping us to
relax a little more and have
a bit more fun.
Some may not like it, but
beer has been with us from
the beginning of time and
will no doubt continue to be
a big part of us well into the
future. Who needs a girlie
mixed drink when you can
have a nice, cold beer? So
next time you have a beer,
remember all the great
things humankind has done
with a beer in their hand.

Respond to Bryan at
thenews@bgnews.com

My head throbbed. My teeth
were damn near chattering
from terror. My stomach
turned from nervousness
as 1 felt the chunks of the
Kin in'i i noodles I ate for
dinner begin to rise in my
throat. I felt like that freakishly tall black guy walking
to his impending death in
"The Green Mile."
No, I wasn't walking to
my death via the electric
chair. I was walking to
the Silver Legacy Casino
to see one of my favorite
comedians, Kathy Griffin,

perform a live set.
I was so nervous and basically an emotional wreck
because I was conquering
an irrational fear of mine
— going to an event alone.
Pathetic, I know.
I used to be a very outgoing kid until the time 1 was
about 12 years old, which
was when I started going
through my socially awkward and ugly phase that
I have yet to outgrow. Ever
since then, I have been a
hot-ass mess — the female
version of Michael Cera.
When out at events
attended by crowds of
people such as parties
or concerts, I normally
rely on the support of my
friends to help me through

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnevvs£om
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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my nonsensical anxieties and fill me in on the
social cues I'm normally
oblivious to. Without my
friends acting as crutches
for me (sometimes literally, depending on how
much I've had to drink), I
flounder in my fear.
Although I've missed out
on the chance to see some
of my favorite bands perform live because of my fear
of attending an event alone,
my obsession with Griffin
has been brewing since
that same age of 12, and I
was not about to let a little
thing called anxiety get
in the way of hearing one
of my favorite entertainers tell Oprah and Lindsay
Lohan jokes live.
As soon as I entered
the casino and saw the
chaotic crowd of people
waiting in line to enter
the theater, I felt a wave
of stress wash over me. I

k
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They started out 16 and
pregnant. Now they're teen
moms. And even worse,
they're totally famous.
Yes, the reality stars Dr.
Drew set out to "make an
example" of have reached
celebrity status, worthy of US
Weekly and "TMZ" coverage.
Supermarket checkouts feel
more like confessionals with
tabloids constantly promoting these young women spilling their guts — "Leah: I've
Learned From My Mistakes,"
"Farrah Opens Up About
Death of Sophia's Father,"
"Maci: My New Man Isn't
Scared That I Have a Kid"
or "Amber Opens Up About
Attacking Baby's Father."
Suddenly, the media is overflowing with baby-mamadrama. And Amber Portwood
is an obvious favorite. After
being arrested for striking the
father of her child, rumors
spread that MTV producers
had "told her to do it," but
more shockingly, they pay her
$280,000 a year. While the former has yet to be proven, the
latter is a verifiable fact.
Throughout the course of
the show, Portwood lost 65
pounds, gained three felonies
and received offers from a
variety of pornographic outlets for participation in their
materials. With a body transformation, jail time and a few
indecent proposals, this new
starlet's career has taken off,

SeeESTEVE|Page5

thanks to a rather predictable
publicity formula.
Not every "Teen Mom"
has reached infamy like
Portwood, but each is still
utterly humiliated and then
handsomely compensated.
Maci, Farrah, Amber and
Catelynn paved the way. And
then Jenelle, Chelsea, Kailyn
and Leah followed in their
footsteps. Each mom's dirty
laundry has been aired for
the whole worid to see. From
painful deliveries, sick babies
and custody battles to breaking up, dropping out, parental
control and working for minimum wage, all are depicted in
their sad reality or living hell.
Are these young women
just feeling the repercussions
of their slutty, whorish ways?
That's what producers want
viewers to take away from the
carefully craft edprogram.The
constant hardships these martyrs encounter, even though
some are prompted by direction, can only be described as
the ultimate scare tactic. And
now MTV has been credited
with a national decline in teen
pregnancies.
In 2009. the birth rate
for teenagers in the United
States fell to 39.1 per 1.000.
As these studies take time,
these are the most recent
figures available. 2010 may
have seen even less.
But "16 and Pregnant" premiered in June 2009. And the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said the teen
birth rate fell for the first time
from 2007 to 2008. Previously,
SeeN0FTSINGER|Page5

Courtney Love is strong,
empowering model for women
By Casey O'Lear
The Nevada Sagebrush
(The University of Nevada
Reno)
College News Network

Courtney Love is my hero. She
personifies nearly everything
I find admirable in a woman,
and certainly everything I find
admirable in a rock star.
My interest in Love and her
band Hole came about in a
strange way. I had never really paid much attention to her
until I found myself reading
Marilyn Manson's autobiography, "The Long Hard Road
Out of Hell."
In the book, there's a small

scene in which Manson
describes Love bursting onto
his tour bus and saying to the
girls onboard, "You don't need
to be on this bus. You should
get a keyboard and start your
own band Then these guys'U
be on your bus."
I found this scene so profoundly inspirational that
I swiftly picked up Hole's
breakthrough album "Live
Through This."
The record was released in
1994 and is completely ahead
of its time in terms of feminist
See O'LEAR | Page 5
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swear, in that moment it
felt as though every person
was laughing and staring
at me for being the weird,
creepy girl who showed up
to this show alone.
I quickly made a beeline
for the bar in order to get
some of that liquid courage.
Four drinks and nearly $30
later, I was having a great
time, no longer feeling the
effects of my nerves.
And alas, any minute
trace of nervousness was
completely obliterated
when Griffin made her signature Whitney Houston
crackhead joke. I felt like
Joseph Smith entering
Utah — I knew this comedy show was the place I
was meant to be at.
After leaving the show,
1 soon realized the whole
point of life is to relish
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to help us through even the worst of times."

Ditch the social anxiety, live life to the fullest
By Enjolie Estevs
The Nevada Sagebrush
(The University of Nevada,
Reno)
College News Network

mlZ El

mankind itself. And it has always been there

est piece of land they could
find instead of going south
to Virginia. The place they
landed was called Plymouth
Rock and the pilgrims celebrated by making acorn
beer. I don't think the pilgrims would have done that
with whiskey.
Of course, by the time the
American Revolution came
along, beer was a huge part
of the United States. Several
Founding Fathers were
brewers during their free
time, including George
Washington and Samuel
Adams, the latter was so
well known for his brewing skills that future beer
makers named their company after him.
It can also be said that
the Revolution was born in
the taverns of America, as
people talked, discussed
and complained about
the King's taxes and policies. When the Boston Tea
Party was planned by the
Sons of Liberty, they did
so in a local tavern. Wine
may have been the Greeks'
drink of choice when they
were creating democracy,
but beer was the cause of it

feedback at bgvwwsxom

Teen mom reality stars
laugh to the bank

Beer brings long tradition, historical
significance to each foaming sip
of beer's discovery is not
known, it is at least five
thousand years old, though
there is evidence that places
it even further back, closer to
10 thousand years. The fact
that the discovery of beer
is around the same time
that civilization started is
no coincidence. Many scientist and historians believe
that agriculture, which is
the first building block to
culture, may have began
because people wanted
to grow wheat and grains
to make more beer. And
before you know it, society
was born. So beer could be
credited as the major force
in creating human civilization. Let's see if vodka
ever did that.
And beer has continued
to be a major part of our history ever since. The workers who built the pyramids
were actually paid in beer
instead of money or food.
The Egyptians were also the
first to refer to beer as the
gift of the gods.
Centuries later, the pilgrims were headed to the
new world to find freedom. Their destination was
Virginia, where Jamestown
had been settled. But along
the way, the pilgrims ran
out of beer. Because of this
horrible event, the pilgrims
decided to land at the clos-
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CLEAR
From Page 4

themes.
"Asking for It" brilliantly
comments on rape culture
with lines like, "Was she asking for it? / Was she asking
nice? / If she was asking for it,
/ Did she ask you twice?"
Hole unfortunately falls
into the category of bands
whose female musicians are
constantly considered good
— for girls. In reality. Hole is
a great band.
The songs are pleasing to
the ear. the lyrics are solid,
the political commentary is
there and Love's personality translates into great stage
presence.
It's not just her musical talent that I admire so much.
Love is strong, brave and sure
of herself.
It's a good thing she is
because, for any woman to
attempt to have a successful career in rock 'n' roll
without polishing up their
image or changing their
personality, there will be
plenty of opposition.
Love has been treated horribly throughout the years. It's
not uncommon for people to
call her a bitch, a whore, a hot
mess oranynumberof genderspecific insults. I have become
suspicious that everyone who
hates Love without a valid reason does so because of some

ESTEVE
From Page 4

every single moment, and
now I fully intend on taking
advantage of every concert
or event 1 wish to go to, even
if that means venturing into
this scary world filled with
crazy, trashy people alone
to do so.
If you suffer from social
anxiety like 1 do, 1 will pray
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deep-rooted misogyny.
She has done some questionable things over the years,
of course. But what rock star
hasn't made some lapses
in judgment and publicly
embarrassed themselves at
some point?
Love has had problems
with drug and alcohol abuse
and has been open about her
sexuality. These are things
that are more or less expected of male rock stars — see
Ozzy Osbourne and Axl Rose
— yet she is somehow judged
more harshly.
Love has been accused of
being a bad mother.
John Lennon admitted
to beating his first wife,
Cynthia, and having a completely distant relationship
with his son, Julian. Bob
Marley had at least II children from different mothers.
These men are still considered seminal geniuses despite
the flaws on their records, and
rightfully so. The public is not
so forgiving to women.
Kurt Cobain struggled with
drug addiction just like Love
did. But because she was the
woman in the family, it was
expected that she take care
of everyone despite her personal problems.
This is why Love is my
hero. She is an inspiration
to feminism, a balls-to-thewall rock star and an altogether brave, outspoken and
intelligent woman.

for you. But don't let it stop
you from experiencing the
things you love in life, even
if they are as trite as going to
comedy shows. Stop drowning in your fears and experience the world. I know it's so
damn terrifying, but 1 promise it's worth it.
As long as you have a
Xanax or drink(s) in tow,
(maybe even both, depending on how many issues you
have) you'll be fine.

Syrians call for protests on Facebook
Channeling Tunisia, Egypt, Syria proposes less violent, banned method of change
By Elizabeth A. K.nn.dy
The Associated Press

BEIRUT — Syrians are
organizing campaigns on
Facebook and Twitter that
call for a "day of rage" in
Damascus this week, taking
inspiration from Egypt and
Tunisia in using social networking sites to rally their
followers for sweeping political reforms.
Like Egypt and Tunisia,
Syria suffers from corruption, poverty and unemployment. All three nations have
seen subsidy cuts on staples
like bread and oil. Syria's
authoritarian president has
resisted calls for political
freedoms and jailed critics
of his regime.
The main Syrian protest
page on Eacebook is urging people to protest in

ADVISERS
From Page 5

College office advisers may
also educate and train faculty
advisers, he said.
And generally, the duties of
college advisers are specific

NOFTSINGER
From Page 4
it had been on the rise for two
years.
Those with experience
studying population data
insist recessions influence
fertility and according to the
National Bureau of Economic
Research, this recession
started in December 2007.
Whim people are worried
about money, they're less

Damascus on Feb. 4 and 5
for "a day of rage." It says the
goal is to "end the state of
emergency in Syria and end
corruption."
The number of people who
have joined Facebook and
Twitter pages calling for protests on Friday and Saturday
is still relatively small, and
some arc believed to live
outside the country.
President Bashar Assad
said in an interview published Monday that his
nation is immune from the
kind of unrest roiling Tunisia
and Egypt.
I le was quoted in the Wall
Street lournal as acknowledging that the events signaled a "new era" in the
Middle East. But he said
Syria, which has gradually
shed its socialist past in favor
of the free market in recent

years, wasinsulated from the
upheaval because he understood his people's needs and
has united them in common
cause against Israel.
Social networking sites
were integral to rallyingprotesters in Tunisia and Egypt.
Facebook is banned in
Syria, which makes organizing more difficult — even
though many Syrians manage to access the social networking site anyway. More
than 2,500 people have
joined the page calling for
protests on Feb. 4-5, with
another 850 joining a page
in favor of President Assad.
Assad, a 45-year-old
British-trained eye doctor,
inherited power from his
father, Hafez, in 2000, after
three decades of authoritarian rule.
I le has since moved sli ivi Iv

to lift Soviet-style economic
restrictions, letting in foreign banks, throwing the
doors open to imports and
empowering the private sector.
But Assad has not matched
liberal economics with politic al reforms and critics of the
regime are routinely locked
up, drawing an outcry from
international human rights
groups.
I le is seen by many Arabs,
however, as one of the few
leaders in the region willing
to Stand up to archenemy
Israel. And his support for
Palestinian and Lebanese
militant groups opposed
to the lewish state, as well
as his opposition to the
U.S. invasion of Iraq has
won him more support
among his people than
oilier Arab rulers.

to their college. For example,
in the College of Arts and
Sciences, college office advisers have a significant role,
Associate Director of Student
Services Diana Carpenter said.
"We require a junior audit,
where a student makes an
appointment and sits down

with a college adviser well
ahead of time to plan what
they need to graduate," she
said. "We're the only college
that requires that We lliink
it's a proactive way of helping
students know exactly what
they need."
Overall, advising is a collab-

orative, multi-faceted effort,
(Carpenter said.
"All advisers work closely
together, in conjunction." she
said. "Because there are so
many students, irt good to
have faculty, college office and
pre-major advisers all working together for their good."

likely to have children and
the numbers certainly parallel this notion.
But there's another trend to
consider. With Bush in office
from 2000 to 200B, abstinence-only-until-marriage
education was shamelessly
over funded.
Once Obama was elected,
this ineffective curriculum
received less and less until
2010 when the President cut
off the program altogether.
Perhaps giving teenagers

accurate information about
contraceptives with comprehensive sex education has
something to do with that 6
percent drop from 201111.
So perhaps the degradation and ohjectilication
of the "teen mom" was all
in vain. Perhaps it doesn't
serve the moral purpose 0]
possess the life-changing
effects previously claimed.
Perhaps it's just voyeuristic
and exploitative reality television that takes pleasure in

other people's misfortune
— especially when that
misfortune is perceived as'
deserved for a young girl's
inability to saw It."
Or maybe the joke's on us.
And the "teen moms" are
laughing all the way to the
bank where they've started college funds for their
unplanned children.

Respond to Kate 0$'
thenews9bgnews.com
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DeKalb debacle
BG basketball teams fight weather; arrive at Northern Illinois safely

CUTTING INSIDE: Chnssy SteKen drives to the lane against Toledo last weel

EYES UP COURT: Jordon Crawford looks to create some offense during BG's 68-65 win Saturday

Men's basketball leaves a day early to beat snow

Women's game moved up two hours due to weather
The BG News Sports Staff

deadline, the results of the

l'uesda\
night's worn
en's basketball same at
Northern Illinois was
moved up two hours lo
accommodate inclement
weather in DeKalb.
Originally scheduled
to start at 8 p.m. (7 p.m.
CDT) the opening tip was
moved up to 6 p.m. (5 p.m.
CDT), due to a snowstorm
that picked up intensity
around i p.m.
Due to an early print

BG-Northern Illinois game
will be available online at
www.bgviews.com.
Unlike the men's team
— which changed its travel
plans due to the weather, and
left a day early for DeKalb
— the women's team left as
scheduled Monday afternoon, safely arriving early
that evening.
However, while their
travel plans didn't change,
many of the Falcon players and coaches packed

extra clothes, includ
including
Associate Head Coach
lennifer Roos.
Roos Tweeted Monday
afternoon, "We are headed to DeKalb, 1L right
now. Storm of the century
arrives in 17 hours. I have
packed for 5 days just in
case...good times!"
After battling the weather
and adapting to a change in
the schedule, the Falcons
were looking to reverse a

See WOMEN | Page 7

The BG News Sports Staff

Scheduled to leave Tuesday,
the BG men's basketball team
left for Northern Illinois on
Monday in order to beat the
inclement weather.
The game will remain on
schedule for its 8 p.m. start.
For the first time since the
2004-05 season, the Falcons
will look to start 6-2 in the
Mid-American Conference
when it takes on the Huskies.
The Falcons (10-11, 5-2)
remain in a tie for first place

FOOTBALL
BRIEF

BASKETBALL
BRIEF
BG to play Youngstown State in BracketBusters series
The BG men's basketball the Mid-American Conference
team will play at Youngstown during its nonconference
State on Feb. 19 as part of the schedule, defeating Buffalo and
BracketBusters series.
Toledo but falling to Akron and
This will be the second Kent State.
BG holds an 8-2 advantage in
time the Falcons will play the
Penguins in a BracketBusters the all-time series against the
game, as BG defeated YSU 76-64 Penguins, but the programs have
on Feb. 21.2004.
played in closed-door scrimmagIt will also be the second con- es each of the past two years.
The Falcons are 5-3 overall in
secutive season in which the
Falcons will face a Horizon BracketBusters games and 6-1 in
League opponent in the series return games.
— defeating Valparaiso 87-70
In two games against the
Horizon League this season,
last year.
The Penguins are current- BG is 0-2, losing on the road
ly 7-14 overall and 1-10 in the to both Detroit (71-62) and
Milwaukee (72-69) back on Nov.
Horizon League.
YSU split four games against 27 and Dec. 18.

FACEB00K

in the MAC East with Buffalo Xavier Silas, who is the secand Kent State, while the ond-leading scorer in the
I luskies (7-12,3-4) sit in third country with 24.2 points
place in the west division.
per game.
This is the 52nd meetSilas is shooting almost 48
ing between both teams in percent from the field and
what has been a tight series, 86 percent from the freewith BG holding a slight 26- throw line.
25 advantage.
The Huskies are struggling
The Falcons are on a three- as a team, however, allowgame winning streak against ing their opponents to score
N1U, including a 69-61 win at nearly 75 points per game
the Convocation Center dur- and shoot over 45 percent
ing the 2008-09 season.
from the floor.
Individually, the Huskies
MEN
are led by senior guard

BG BRACKETBUSTER
2/22/0J
83-72 loss at Illinois-Chicago

2/21/04
76-64 win vs. Youngstown State
2/19/05
74-66 win vs. Arkansa Little Rock
2/18/06
70-51 loss vs. Wright State
2/17/07
90-72 win at Morehead State
2/25/08
81-65 win at Detroit
2/21/09
71-66 loss at Canisius

TWITTER

Falcon defensive line coach leaves after two
seasons for same position at Vanderbilt
Sean
BGdefensivelinecoachSeanSpencer
has taken a job as the defensive line
Spencer
coach at Vanderbilt, according to a
Guided the defensive
report in The Tennessean.
front of BG to 40 sacks
For the past two years Spencer
in the 2009-10 seasons
seved as the defensive line coach for
the Falcons.
This past season he helped guide cial teams coordinator at UMass in
a defensive front that posted 17 2007 and 2008.
sacks on the year, led by sophomore
He also coached the Defensive
defensive tackle Chris Jones, who line for the Minutemen while workhad six sacks on the year.
ing with special teams.
In 2009, Spencer's squad finished
In 2007, UMass had 44 sacks, one
the season with 21 sacks, while of the top sack totals in the country.
working with a unit that featured no
Spencer spent the 2006 season at
returning starters.
Hofstra University where he was the
Prior to BG, Spencer was the spe- defensive line coach for the Pride.
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LeBron wishes Cavs 'the best'
despite team's struggles
By Tim Rry nolds

The Associated Press

MIAMI — LeBron James sees
no reason toenjoy Cleveland's
epic struggles this season.
And it doesn't give him a
sense of vindication, either.
SpeakingbeforetheMiami
Heat faced the Cavaliers on
Monday night, lames says
Cleveland's descent from a
championship contender
to the NBA's worst team
does nothing to prove that
he made the right choice
in joining up with Dwyane
Wade and Chris Bosh in
South Florida.
Cleveland entered Monday
on a 20-game losing streak
and brought an H-39 record
into the contest, the worst
mark in the league.
With lames, the Cavaliers
were the among the NBA's
elite, but not even seven
months after he made "The
Decision," Cleveland is
approaching the league losing-streak record.
"It didn't matter for me if
the Cavs were going to have
a successful season or not,"
lames said. "1 felt like I was
making the right choice for
me as an individual and for
my career. Like I said, I have
nothing bad to say about the
players that I left and the
team. I wish the organization
the best. And I wish the fans,

more than anything, the best
because we had a lot of great
years together."
lames was with the
Cavaliers for seven seasons,
vowing to bring a championship to the title-starved city.
Cleveland reached the NBA
finals once with lames, but
never hoisted the trophy, and
the Akron native decided last
summer to accept significantly less money than the
Cavaliers were willing to pay
in order to sign a six-year deal
with Miami.
Monday's game was
the third time Miami and
Cleveland have met since
lames switched uniforms.
Unlike the first two, it almost
seemed like a regular game
instead of having a circus
atmosphere.
The first two were kind of
crazy, but now both teams
went their separate ways,"
Cleveland coach Byron Scott
said. "Obviously they're
doing extremely well and
we have been hit with the
unbelievable injury bug and
all kinds of other stuff that
has happened. I think it is
just a game right now and 1
think that's how both teams
look at it."
lames agreed, noting
that Cleveland has been
hit with more injuries than
even Miami — which has
been without him. Wade

"I felt like I was making the right choice
for me as an individual and for my
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career. Like I said, I have nothing bad to
say about the players that I left and the
team. I wish the organization the best."

and Bosh at times of late,
plus have a number of other
hobbled players.
Cleveland entered Monday
three losses shy of tying the
single-season NBA futility
record shared by the 1995-96
Vancouver Grizzlies and 199798 Denver Nuggets. Overall,
the Cavaliers came into the
Miami game having lost 30
of their last 31 games, along
with 23 straight on the road.
Cleveland's franchise
already owns the all-time
NBA losing-streak record,
a 24-game slide that
spanned from March to
November 1982.
"We just keep fighting.
That's all you can do," Scott
said. "You've got two choices,
either you're going to fight or
you're going to lay down. I
don't think we have any guys
that will just lay down. We
don't on the coaching staff.
So we're just going to keep
fighting and keep working
every day."

The Cavaliers' injury woes
are so pronounced, James
doesn't even have a sense of
familiarity with most of the
roster anymore.
Most of the key teammates he had in Cleveland
a year ago — Mo Williams,
Anderson Varejao, Shaquille
O'Neal — are either hurt,
playing for another team
or in the case of Zydrunas
llgauskas, running alongside
him in Miami.
"It's strange.... They're going
through a lot of struggles right
now," James said.
Like Scott, he said he appreciated that Monday wasn't
the sort of spectacle that his
return to Cleveland was in
early December.
"After the first one, it
couldn'tgetanyworse," James
said. "Or better, depending
on the situation. I'm happy
that at this point in the season, we're playing some good
ball, whether it's against the
Cavs or whatever."
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Browns add four
assistants to staff
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — New
Browns coach Pat Shurmur
has filled out most of his staff,
with one notable exception.
On Monday, the team
announced the hiring of former Miami offensive coordinator Mark Whipple as its
quarterbacks coach as well
as the additions of Dwaine
Board (defensive line), Bill
Davis (linebackers) and
Mike Wilson (wide receivers)
to Shurmur's staff.
Shurmurhasyettoselect
an offensive coordinator,
and it's still not known
if he intends to hire one.
At his introductory news
conference, Shurmur, St.
Louis' offensive coordinator the past two seasons,
said he plans to call plays
next season.
New England was the
only NFL team not to have
an offensive coordinator last
season, and Shurmur may
follow the Patriots' lead — at
least for now.
Whipple spent the past
two seasons with the
Hurricanes, but was fired
when the school dismissed
Randy Shannon before the
end of last season. Earlier
this month, Whipple nearly received Connecticut's
top job, which went to former Syracuse coach Paul
Pasqualoni instead.
Before Miami, Whipple

Pat
Shurmur
Browns' coach still
looking for offensive coordinator

was an offensive assistant with the Philadelphia
Eagles in 2008, working
with Shurmur and Browns
general manager Tom
Heckert. Whipple also spent
three seasons (2004-06) as
quarterbacks coach of the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
Board was Oakland's
defensive line coach in
2009 after spending six seasons with Seattle, where he
worked for Browns president
Mike Holmgren.
Board played most of
his pro career with San
Francisco and broke into
coaching on the 49ers' staff
with Holmgren.
This is Davis' second
stint with the Browns.
Arizona's former defensive
coordinator was a defensive quality control coach
in 1999 with Cleveland
under Chris Palmer. Davis'
father, Bill, was a former
Browns director of player
personnel.
Wilson spent the past two
seasons with Las Vegas of the
UFL. He previously coached
Arizona's wide receivers and
tight ends.
He also played for the
49ers, when Holmgren was
an assistant.
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HUDDLE: BG coach Louis Orr talks to his team dunng a timeout against Eastern Michigan on Saturday
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* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •
* Apartments Available *
• Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU •
• Pet friendly community *
* Heat included *

Mil FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

From Page 6
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The Office

S

EXTRA. EXTRA

In the television show. The Office, Dwight
has three bubble-heads on his desk.
One is the "Dwight Schrulte Bobblhead"
that was given to him by Angela. The
other two are of Mike Lieberthal and
lohn Kruk. Lieberthal played catcher for
the Scranton/Wilkes-Barre RcdBarons
before being promoted to the
Philadelphia Phillies and lohn Kruk was
a Philadelphia Phillie before retirement

READ All ABOUT IT!
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!

4»9-352-6335

Newlove Rentals

1
1

WOMEN
From Page 6
two-game Mid-American
Conference losing streak;
after falling to Toledo and

((hily Milid if signed be/ore 2/28/11)

317 N. Summit $1400
622 E. Wooster $1495
210 Liberty $725

For the Falcons, they will
be looking for their third
straight win and ninth in
their last 11 games.
A key for BG during this
run has been the production of its bench, which

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

broke the 40-point barrier for the third time this
season in Saturday's 6863 win against Eastern
Michigan.
The Falcons' bench
outscored that of the
Eagles' 42-8. BG's bench
is producing almost 10
points per game more
than their opponents.

Western Michigan in back-toback contests.
Entering the game,
Northern Illinois had
posted a 9-12 (3-5 MAC)
record, while BG was 17-4
and 5-3.

1

• Four bedroom houses

'

• Close to Campus
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Flipping around in Anderson Arena
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ACROSS

17
18
19
20
22
24
27
28
29
30
34
35
38

Utopian
Home censorship aid
Journalist's last question?
"Au contraire!"
"You think I'm to blame?"
"If you even dream of beating me
you'd better wake up and apologue" boaster
Spanish silver
"The Lion King" king
Londoner's last letter
Raising
With 24-Across, infomercial
See 22-Across
St. Louis landmark
Likely loser in war
Like stale jokes
Riches' opposite
Struggle
The change is yours"
With 49-Across, infomercial
appeal

1 Feedback
2 Actor Lundgren ol "Rocky
IV"
3 Troops encampment
4 Buzzing with activity
5 Advanced
"
6 Rd. Rabbits
""
7 X. to Greeks
8 "Mean" senor
9 Permeate
10 Gardening moss
11 Incentive for dangerous
work
36 Wrath
12 Acid used m soap
37 French possessive
13 Volume component
39 Back stroke?
21 International finance 40 Conflicted
coalition
45 On the /ob
23 Polish Solidarity leader 45 Knucklehead
25 Sierra Club founder
47 Desktop images
26 Sout:> Pacific island
48 Needle
region
49 Neither stewed nor
"
29 " the ramparts ..."
pickled?
30 Lyon king
50 Hardly cool
,
31 "_ Wiedersehen"
51 Twinkle
32 University of Montana 52 Trumpet sound
athletes
53 Joins, as oxen
33 Gregarious
55 Lake Tahoe's aptly
35 __ dragon: largest livnamed Cal . Casino
ing lizard
59 Egg: Pref.
60 Baseball's Griffey (Jr..
41 Conditional promise
too)
42 Yves or Yvette. e.g.
43 Some votes
44 Clearasil target
45 ■ the G String': Bach work
47 Chichen : Mayan ruins
ANSWERS
49 See 38-Across
54 Infomercial appeal
56 Verdi opera with a
s
tl V
s 1 5.
Shakespearean plot
"3 11 v'o' 1 | 3 AttJ 1 A
IN N
0
V|3
U
M
'
a
3
1 n 0
57 "Yes. Yvette"
0 N "1 1 v D
0 1' I' 3 ' 1 0
58 Nook download
V
s|o|N|1
s
z
*
0 N
1
Iv i l
61 Inflict, as havoc
WM" 0 1 ,|i 1 I
62 Las Vegas-to-Salt Lake City
r. V 0 1
1
1
s 3uTvp n 0 N
dir.
3 y v sfu 0 1 V 11 3 d 0 a n 0
63 Sparkle
3 1 A
1 0 V a
64 "Do
to eat a peach?": Eliot 1 L!JJ I3 3 X
|
10
1 3 1) 3 a
65 Ml and LA
11 1 II »| 1 H 0 n
7H 1
3
66 Alan of "Little Miss Sunshine"
1 1 .V M 1 n a
l 0 N i d d n
67 "So Much m Love" singers.
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with "The"
n 0 H
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Classified Ads
419-372-6977

IV in. NWMVrll not knowinglyaccept
aiherusenienti thai discriminate, or
encourage diwrirmnaiion against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, sextu! orientation. disabiUry. sinus
as a veteran, or mi the basis of any oilier
legally protected status.

Services Offered
Campu» Quartets Sport* Bar
FREE POOL Wed 4pO*el
Great Dunk Special* All Day!
Across from Harshman.
Shamrock Storage
Many size* Near BGSU

SnamrockBG com 419-354-0070
THE HEAT
Tanning Center
5P5 Ridge. 419-352-3588
Ten bed*. 1 booth
NOWOPENI
3 month* (or 169.00
In standard bad*.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $3O0/day
No exp necessary, training provided, can 600-965-6620 x174.
Awesome summer |ob In Mam*'
tl you're looking to *pend this
summer outdoors, have (un while
you work, and make lifelong
Mend*, then look no further.
Camp Metapom, a children's
summer camp, ha* position*
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer basketball, sottbali. volleyball, field hockey),
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
walersknng, life guarding, WSI,
boat drivers), Ropes Course,
Tern*. H B. Riding. Art* & Crafts,
Theater, Dance, Gymnastics,
Video, Photography, Nurses,
Maintenance. Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Can u* today at
561-748-3684 or apply onkne at:
www.campmataponi.com.
Immediate Direct Care
Opening* In Perryjburg,
BG • Portage!
For those who love to interact
with people, demonstrate the*
creativity and deal with something
fresh, different and challenging
■very day, this is the pb for you!
Wood Lane Residential Service*,
Inc. is hiring full time, part-time &
sub* for all positions to assist
adults with developmental disabilities with daily Irving skits in a
group home letting. J8-$13 18/hr
based on exp Positions require
High School Diploma or GED 4
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (for driving
positions only) 4 pre-employment
background screening
Obtain application from WLRS.
545 Pearl St, Bowling Green,
Mon-Fri, 8 00am-4 00pm
Or download an a^JIcaOuu at:

EO€

TanningCenterBG.com

Help Wanted

For Rent

Campus Quarters Hiring tor
Carryout & Bar Must be 21.
reliable, and outgoing!
Apply in person 1414 E Woosler
across from Harshman

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 S 2 BR apt tree internet.
low as 199/mo. see Cany Rentals.
all next to campus 353-0325.

Now hiring servers, exp a plus1
Flex hours, apply in person at.
Herbie's -100 Mam St. Hasklns
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp need* counselor* (or all land, adventure A
water sport*. Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:

canuKedw^cgm
For Rent
3/4 t>#dfoofn, 1 bcth apt.
recently updated, small pels oh
619 High St CaH 216-337-6010.
1 BR apt. 854 8th Si. $4O0Vmo *
elec w/ 3400 security dap.
No pet*. Call 419-392-3354
1 room etfrc. shared bath,
co-ad only, furn, avail 7/15<11,
3BR house, avail Aug 15,2011,
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st
Can 419-601-3225
1.2 S 3 BR acts by on ManvWe,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239
11-12 *y, few houses remain,
next to campus 419-353-0325
■tag see CanyRentala com
Also 1 S 2 BR apt*, avail 1/1/11.
2BR - 404 1/2S College
S675/mo * uttMie*. AX. W/D kid.
Avail Aug. CaH 419-352-4850
2.3 S 4BR apt* and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th St.
Avail May » August 2011.
Pets welcome. CaO 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterduoley.com
2BR house, near campus.
$750mx>. avail 08/2011
CaH 419-352-5882
?BR upper duplex, parking incl
avail May 1st $475Ano ♦ elec
Immaculate! Can 419-654-571 s
3 BR house. 404 S. College
$625Ano phis uM.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.
3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
$72SAno-mill. caB 419-708-9981
3BR apt. near campus/downtown
$950Ano. Wits md. avail 08/2011
Cast 419-352-5882.

Avail. August 2011. 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
812 3rd SI ■ $8007mo.
832 3rd St S850*no
606 5th SI - 3800/mo.
112CtaySt-$800/mo.
11B Clay St - 3950Ano
218DillSl-$1.O00/mo
3BR apt-443 N. Enterprise-$550
1BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.
Cat 419-308-2456 for more Mo.
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THE HEAT<^>

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

^ervinOj

993 S. Main 419-353-8826
S beds 2 booths • appl. available

since. MM

THE BIGGEST a NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE

Large 1BR, near campua.
AvM Fas 2011, $475/mo.
ulil* incl Call 419-352-5882.
Looking tor quiet resident.
Upstairs etttc, weataide BG Meal
lor yrad student No pat*, nonsmoking. Will consider reduced
rent oi t295/mo ♦ uW* tor Fab,
March, Apr 2011 w/ 15/mo lea**
Cat 419-352-2104.
Lrg 4BR house. 149 Prospect Si,
W/D hook up, dose to campus.
avail. Jury 15, S1100/mo ♦utn,
Cal 419-353-1556.
May houses - close to campua;
US * 248 Troop 3 BR.
201 S 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
1286 1/2 S Summit-6BR,
Cat 419-308-0736 lor lul listing*
NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES. HOUSES, HOUSES!
4BR house* w/ A/C. W/D.
208 Troup - SIOSOAno,
826 Second St - $850Vmo.
835 BKh St -1675*10.
239 ManvWe - SBSOAno,
241 Manviae - S850/mo,
249 ManvOe - $l050/mo
3BR houses:
227 S College - tOSOAno.
402 S. College - $850Vmo.
831 Fifth St.- $675/mo
419-352-6064.500 Lehman
www.trobo5erenlals.com

Shamrock Studto Apts for
Semester leases, furnished
We provide *J ut». cable, WB,
cats aaowed Cal 354-0070 or
ShamrockBQ.com
The Highland* -220 Napoleon Rd

$365-$395/mo • elec.
5BR. 5 person house, al amenities, dose to campus, $1 lOOAno.
Avail lor 11-12 sy - year lease.
CaH 352-1584 or 353-8611.

131 E. Merry $550
135 E. Merry $550
218 N. Enterprise $850

1BR apts avail, nearly updated.
laundry on site, great location,
www.ticftlgWandmgiiit.ooni

Call 419-354-6036

Most Images Only $7, $8 and $9

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

0

525 Ridge 419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth-no ippt.rweded

Jay-Mar 803 / 815 8th St • 2BR's,
$475-49S/mo «oa*/alac. A/C,
D/W, university shutlle. greet
location! Can 419-3544030.
WWW.bojIkjhteyJlTiCiBUciTl

4 BR house. 1st block of ManvWe,
May to May lease
Cat 419-352-5230

3

248 N. Mam I 419-354-1559
16 beds. 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

House* I Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting IXC.
419-352-6817 - 532 Menvtae Ave
Office open 11-3, t*F.
www.BOAuerlinaiita^cci*)

Room tor rent S. College.
$300/mo. newly remodeled!
CaH 419-708-9981

V

THE WASH HOUSE

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace,
Avan June, $425. mo * elec
Cat 419-654-5716.

3Bfl apt. S. College, newly
remodeled, pet triendy, $775/mo
CaH 419-708-9981.

4 BR house, large LR, 2 decks.
f 1 lOOAno ♦ am Aval June.
can 419^54-5716.
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lanmna
Centertf
BACKFLIP: The BG gymnastics team posted a season-best 46700 on the balance beam Sunday.
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• Two bedroom houses
• Close to Campus
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